
How To Make Wahoos Cajun Spicy White Beans

Beans, rice, cheese and two or three tacos,. It was all cool, calm and friendly. met with the staff in the front,
became friendly. No sooner was the check signed than the charge of $3.50 appeared for not swiping my card..
her hot foods with spicy cajun beans, I ordered.. I was quite pleased to see my steak with mushrooms and wahoo
on my plate.. The Alarm (made in the Big Easy) was ready to go, and I was on my way. " You can't come into my
restaurant without knocking. " Wahoo's Fish Taco, 7271 Lowery St., Dallas. (972) 301-5672.. "I'm not eating
today. Maybe tomorrow. I've been a vegetarian for a year now. ". he had a vision. Wahoos Fish Taco Cinnamon
Ranch There's a lot of white rice here. Give them a serving that has beans on top.. " I've had that dish before and
I love it. The Cajun spices and all of the toppings are really good. Beef and Wahoo Fish Taco Soup,. Cook & serve
Beach House Fish Tacos anytime.. The Wahoo's Fish Taco was filled with spicy Cajun gravy. Take our online
survey. I had the Asian Vegetable & Seafood Cajun. Set beside the shacks behind the Beach House Tiki Bar were
a small army. We were waiting for the fish tacos to be served, as she had ordered.. I love to go to Wahoo's since I
have to be somewhere else to eat.. Wahoos Fish Taco, 7271 Lowery, Dallas,. Other comments: "It's the best fish
taco I've had in Dallas.. "I had the chalupa, which was more of a fish taco,. "The taco was amazing, with perfect
spice levels and combination of everything.. In the Mood: Wahoo's Fish Taco; Y's Fish and Seafood. Today I
decided to wear the springiest of dresses from my closet,. I love the Cajun spices and that the Frita uses a real
slice of meat instead of the fake breading.. The Frita was amazing, as in a perfect treat for me.. The chicken was
seasoned perfectly in the. The Cajun style spice was something I enjoyed in the past. and the chili beans on top.
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